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The Body Shop Advocate 
~ WE ALL DO BETTER TOGETHER  ~

LIKE US ON
FACEBOOK!

VISIT OUR WEBSITE! VISIT OUR
YOU TUBE CHANNEL

THANK YOU TO ALL
THE SPONSORS OF

WCRP

FROM THE DESK OF OUR
PRESIDENT

As the year draws to a close, it always seems
like this is a good time for reflection. I have
been in this industry for well over 50 years so I
have had a lot of time to reflect! It seems to me
that the biggest problem in our industry over
the years has been fragmentation and mistrust of one another. This is exactly why our
association is so important and this is why I am still involved in the industry. Working
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together is the only way we can accomplish our mutual goals and that is why, more than
ever, our association is so critical. It is fair to say that WCRP would probably not exist
today if not for the generous support of our sponsors. They stepped up at a critical time
during the pandemic because they also understand the importance of a strong
association. Their financial support and the support of their services and products are vital
in keeping your association moving forward. As you interact with the sponsors listed
below, please take a moment to thank them for their generosity and PLEASE SUPPORT
them with your patronage! As a side note, I’d like to personally thank Chris Slack of
Gandrud Parts for the generous support. They stepped up at a time when we needed the
help the most. Thanks Chris!

Your association has accomplished a lot this past year, your membership along with
sponsor support were crucial in this progress. If you’re not a member or sponsor, please
consider giving us your support. Together we can do more!

Larry Terrien
President WCRP
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Automotive Markets
Get the work done right, the first time, every time.
Your reputation ensures repeat business and separates you from your competition. With
almost 100 years of automotive industry experience, we know the nooks and crannies of
auto design, manufacture and repair—from helping OEMs improve fuel economy with



lightweighting solutions, to helping auto body specialists revolutionize the painting
process.







In 2020, BASF introduced Glasurit 100 line, the most advanced waterborne basecoat
system on the market. In addition to being a cutting edge product line, 100 Line is a
comprehensive solution that optimizes collision repair processes at all levels. The
innovative 100 Line helps customers become more competitive and increase net profits,
improve their environmental footprint and drive overall performance. Glasurit 100 Line is
the first basecoat line on the market with a VOC value of 250 g/l, a 40% reduction from
traditional waterborne basecoats, and far lower than any global VOC requirements.







Are you interested in being a sponsor? Our Body Shop
Advocate e-newsletter is sent out every month to 500

addresses.
YOUR TARGET MARKET!

Please consider being a sponsor for WCRP.
Click here for information!

P.O. Box 841
Merrill, WI 54452-2841
262-542-7707
E-mail: wcrpinfo@gmail.com
Website: www.WCRP.pro
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